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ENDUREâ„¢ Hybrid - Empire Cat

Downloadable data. â€¢ Ammonia slip controlled to less than 10 ppm. â€¢ No clean-up slip catalyst required. Â© 2007 CleanAIR Systems. All Rights Reserved. Sulfur. 
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CleanAIR PERMIT/ENDURE™ Hybrid For Stationary Engines



The PERMIT/ENDURE™ Advantage: ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ



ƒ



Reduces NOx Up to 95% Reduces Diesel Particulate Matter by Greater than 85% Reduces Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Hydrocarbons (HC) by up to 99% Works with All Stationary Diesel Engines State-of-the Art, Closed-Loop NOx Monitoring and Reductant Injection System Catalyst Formulation Tailored to Application Passive Regeneration of Filters No Clean-Up Slip Catalyst Required Sound Attenuation All Stainless Steel Construction



Applications: ƒ ƒ



Diesel Generator Sets Diesel Pumps



The CleanAIR™ Difference: ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ



CARB Verified PERMIT Filter Adjustable NOx Reduction Custom Engineering, Flow Modeling and Design Integrated Manufacturing Product Optimization for Space Availability Rust-resistant, All Stainless Steel Construction Fully Insulated Durable Product Manufacturing for Operation Under Extreme Conditions Available for All Engine Sizes



The CleanAIR PERMIT/ENDURE™ Hybrid



SCR – Filter – Silencer: All in One Product. The PERMIT/ENDURE™ Hybrid for diesel engines combines selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technology and CARB verified PERMIT diesel particulate filters for dramatic reduction of four toxic pollutants. An industry first, the Hybrid is the only silencer product on the market offering substantial reduction in NOx, diesel particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbons (HC), while also offering critical sound attenuation – all in one compact unit.



Combining CleanAIR’s unique non-vanadium, flow-through ENDURE™ SCR catalyst with the CleanAIR wall-flow PERMIT™ Filter, the Hybrid is housed within an all stainless steel, fullyinsulated shell. The corrosion-resistant shell has two removable panels allowing for full access to SCR catalysts and diesel particulate filters mounted inside. Custom-designed for space optimization, the Hybrid can take the place of a standard exhaust silencer.



How the PERMIT/ENDURE™ Hybrid Works For optimal performance on most large diesel engine applications, multiple PERMIT™ Filters are integrated into the silencer design and are located at the beginning of the exhaust stream. Due to the PERMIT™ Filter’s unique catalyst incorporated within the wall-flow filters, the captured PM is oxidized while the engine is operating. This results in a passive, selfcleaning (or regenerating) filter without the need for manual intervention. Regeneration is dependent upon exhaust temperature and fuel sulfur level. NOx emissions continue through a central mixing chamber where an ammonia-based reductant is then mixed into the exhaust. The ammonia-NOx mixture is converted into nitrogen and water after passing through the SCR catalyst. To fit individual emissions needs, the ENDURE™ SCR catalyst is tailored to on-site factors using custom formulation to obtain the best possible performance. The PERMIT/ENDURE™ Hybrid includes a state-of-the-art, NOx monitoring and reductant injection system with closed-loop, real-time control.



For a price quote call



WILL RING 602-622-5684 1-888-CAT-POWER [email protected]



POWER SYSTEMS



© 2007 CleanAIR Systems



CleanAIR Systems: Committed to a Cleaner Environment



Emissions Reduction Summary for the PERMIT/ENDURE™ Hybrid Fuel ULSD (< 15 ppm S)



NOx



CO



HC



95%



99%



99%



LSD (< 500 ppm S)



95%



99%



99%



HSD (> 500 ppm S)



95%



99%



99%



Biodiesel ( 500 ppm



280° C (536° F) 360° C (680° F) 390° C (734° F)



>30% >30% >30%



Silencer Type



Typical Attenuation



Industrial Grade Critical Grade Super Critical Grade



22 – 29 dBA 27 – 35 dBA 30 – 38 dBA



All Rights Reserved
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REgEnERAtiOn LAmps - Empire Cat 

Always operate the system in Automatic mode if the machine is so equipped. â€¢ The system monitors soot levels in the Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) and ...
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Buyers - Empire Cat 

Nov 10, 2013 - controls, with integrated auxiliary and swing ... Unparalleled Tool Control System offers preset Cat tool settings and ... Innovative diesel-electric technology on D7E and revolutionary drive train transmit .... MOTOR GRADERS.
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CleanAIR ASSUREâ„¢ TWC - Empire Cat 

Unlike oxidation, reduction is a process of removing oxygen from compounds, in this case ... NOx + CO. N2 + CO2. Over the proper catalyst formulation and in an ...
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Core Inspection Checklist - Empire Cat 

Branch Store. Inspection. Comments. Engines (3500). No. No. Tear down and Inspection required before core credit can be issued. Engines. Yes. Yes.
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ENDURE Foresight Study - endure network 

box 3 | the specialised high-tech grower p.46 box 4 | the sustainable Food ..... of low-input or pesticide-free crop farming; to improve con- trols on the use and ...
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Karl Schmitt Empire Renewable Energy 602-333-5638 ... - Empire Cat 

Green Schoolhouse slated for construction at Roadrunner Elementary School in Phoenix, AZ later this year. The Safari- themed Green Schoolhouse will replace ...
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ENDURE Foresight Study - endure network 

The principle of acting on multiple levers to manage all major pests in a cropping system is very ...... heritage also resonated with this scenario. Nevertheless, the ...
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K-Series Tooth System - Empire Cat 

Your ARM patterns are designed to meet your specific applications. WARRANTY. As with all Caterpillar GET products, K-Series parts are 100% covered under ...
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Total Maintenance and Repair (TM&R) Agreements - Empire Cat 

We're ready to work with you to develop an agreement that provides maximum benefits for your ... Agreement is a more cost effective option. Always the best ...
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Serial Hybrid system - Hybrid-Marine 

Twin shaft hybrid system. â€¢ Provides propulsion on two shafts and a 5kW generator, all from one engine. â€¢ First hull has a reliable Parallel hybrid configuration ...
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endure libro inglese steven nixon dbid 4s53w 
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

morceaux conformes à des règles pure- ment techniques n'est pas un véritable ... taine mesure la matrice de (presque) toutes ses œuvres symphoniques, qui ...
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

Timothy K. Adams, Jr. Principal. John Soroka. Associate Principal. Percussion ... Kathleen Caballero, cello. Joseph Campagna, bass. Alexander Hanna, bass.
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

in a musical metropolis in which many of his countrymen had found a new home; such as Igor Stravinsky for example, or the great ballet impresario Diaghilev.
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

Herbert von Karajan (1950-1960) and Wolfgang Sawallisch (1960-. 1970) who formed the tone quality of the orchestra. Following them, the position was filled ...
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hybrid multichannel 

roles in Die verkaufte Braut, La bo- hÃ¨me, Der ... Gergiev, Carlo Maria Giulini, Hartmut. Haenchen ..... Eliot Gardiner, Valery Gergiev, Carlo. Maria Giulini ...
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

Faust, Daniel Hope, Antje Weithaas, Tabea. Zimmermann, Sharon Kam and Lars Vogt. The young pianist Martin Helmchen has already been awarded two of the.
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cat& 

brauch und die Wartung der Hand- turbobürste. Dadurch schützen Sie sich und andere und vermeiden. Schäden an der Handturbobürste. Bewahren Sie die ...
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Cool Cat 

5. Bb. A7 mf. Bb7. Bb7/D. Eb. C7. 10. F. F/A. Bb. BÂº ff. F/C. C7 F. 13.... 5. 3. 4. 4. 5. 3. Reuben Vincent www.reubenvincent.co.uk. Cool Cat.. 3. 1. 2.
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

have to reach back into their own musical foundation: ... Conductor of the Jeunesses Musicales World ..... de gamme de musique acoustique dans des salles de.
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

dentally, only outlined the finale). Bruckner wrote as follows: â€œIt was about the begin- ning of September 1873 (the Crown Prince. Frederick was in Bayreuth for a ...
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

gesture and the rift between the two friends was repaired. Clara Schumann writes as follows: â€œThis concerto is as it were a work of reconciliation - Joachim.
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

the inexorable cultural-political doc- trine of the Soviet ... period, which followed the cultural guidelines; and ..... his musical studies in his native town at the Music ...
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

as the all-embracing scheme from now onwards became increasingly individual, so the individual types of movement were also caught in the wake of the ...
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